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Details of your suggestion

Please provide additional information and supporting documentation as attachments. 

PRINTRESET FORM

For further information visit elections.nsw.gov.au/redistribution


	Statement 4: I have no supporting documents and I will limit my suggestions and comments to bullet points in the interest of attempting to be concise • I would first like to declare that I am an employee of Gilgandra Shire Council and these views are my own have not been endorsed of reflect the views of Gilgandra Shire Council. I have notified the General Manager of Council of my intention to lodge this as a personal submission bused on my experience living and working in this community.  • The seat of Barwon is ridiculous in geographical size and is very unfair on a local member to travel and effectively represent all constituents. The lack of a significant population growth community in the electorate means that the geographic area will have to continue to expand to maintain the required voter population.  This is very unfair to the people of Western NSW and a significant review needs to be undertaken to ensure a population growth centre is in all regional electorates to ensure population is maintained or sustained, without the continued geographic expansion of the electorate.  • Gilgandra's community of interest for services not available in the Gilgandra LGA is Dubbo for nearly every aspect of people lives. Dubbo is 35 minutes to the south of Gilgandra yet being in Barwon the three electorate offices of the current member for Barwon and the previous member are Narrabri (200km and 2 hours away) Cobar (3.5 hours) and Broken Hill (8 hours) from Gilgandra. • Nearly every State Government agency or service is delivered to Gilgandra from Dubbo. Private businesses, sporting and social linkages are strong and historic. They continue to strengthen and grow and at a state level it does make collaboration of political issues at a state level problematic. • Except for local Gilgandra media, people’s source of information in Gilgandra is from Dubbo media sources. Barwon current has no single source of media apart from social media that covers the entire electorate. TV as an example, Gilgandra receives Orange/Dubbo based Ch9 and Prime7. Narrabri receives Newcastle and Tamworth based TV, Broken Hill receives Adelaide based TV and the majority of the remainder of the Barwon Electorate receives the Imparja service which has news from all over central Australia. This fragmented media situation contributes to  different communities of interest, awareness of local issues and makes it extremely difficult and costly to communicate to the entire electorate.  • Gilgandra has strong economic links to Dubbo with significate numbers of people working and living between the two communities.• The federal seat of Parkes is a similar footprint to Barwon but includes Dubbo. It seems to make more sense and Dubbo’s population is growing, largely due to regional migration from the other communities in Barwon.• Whilst I think, it makes logical sense to move Gilgandra to the seat of Dubbo my main issue is the continued geographical growth of Barwon. I do not care who the party is or individual that holds the seat, it is just totally ridiculous to expect them to effectively represent an area half the size of Europe. Further to this point, with such a large area you have numerous different communities interest and such a diversity of issues that often there are vastly different priorities existing in the one electorate.I implore you to look at developing a solution to facilitate better representation footprint for the people of Western NSW in the NSW Parliament. This is not a comment on the performance of any current or past member of Barwon but rather a reflection of the impossible task of providing the residents of Barwon similar access to a local member to those in other regional areas. In some Sydney locations, you can comfortably walk around electorates. Barwon can take 12 hours to drive from the north western part of the electorate to the eastern communities in the electoral. Thank you for this opportunity. 
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